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About the OU

I Founded in 1969 (Happy 40th birthday)

I More than 2,000,000 people have studied with the OU

I About 160,000 undergraduate students, 16,000 taught
postgrad, 1,500 research postgrad

I More than 8,500 hours of free learning at OpenLearn

I More than 9,000 students with disabilities each year

I The OU teaches 35% of UK part-time undergrad students

I OU professor Joycelyn Bell Burnell discovered pulsars (as a
postgrad student)

I OU expenditure in 2006/7 was £363m (£212 from Funding
Council grants)

I OU materials are made available to 150,000 student teachers
in Nigeria, Sudan and Uganda.



TEX at OU — getting support — 1983 to 1986
Use of TEX at OU was started in the Maths Department, in the
1980s. This slide and next based on email from Chris Rowley.

I 1983 Chris Rowley (CR) has terminal in office connected to
DEC20 (PDP-10). Oxford University has a LaserComp that
supports Monotype 5-line math typesetting. Academic
Computing Services (ACS) has a copy of The TEXbook.

I 1984-5 CR learns more about TEX and LATEX. Bob Coates (at
UBC Vancouver) and CR start using plain TEX plus macros to
code assignment books. All printing done at Vancouver!

I ACS reluctant to obtain printers and drivers. CR and Steve
Daniels (ACS) become converts to structured markup —
LATEX and SGML.

I 1986 The LATEX manual arrives. Many ACS support staff see
the potential. The OU decides to bring typesetting in-house,
using high-end system fed with Word documents (and very
limited math capabilities).



Building the system — 1987 to 1996

By 1986 many in the OU saw the potential of TEX and its
importance in the preparation of mathematical content.

I 1987 OU agrees to fund 3-year faculty project to set up LATEX
system for maths and physics courses.

I The team was CR, Bob Coates, Steve Daniels, Alison Cadle
(OU Publishing, later LTS) and technical typists.

I 1987-96 OU TEX developments fed into what became
LATEX2e.

I Problems with integration of graphic and colour into
typesetting tackled and resolved as best as possible. (Adobe
released PostScript Levels 1 and 2 in 1984 and 1991.)

I From 1991 Alison Cadle manages project and OU TEX system.

I circa 1994 Student use course units produced using TEX.

I 1994 Release of new standard LATEX, called LATEX2e.



Over time, new becomes old, solution becomes problem

The OU TEX system development was completed in about 1994.
Since then, gradually, some problems built up.

I OU TEX system built using LATEX209

I LATEX2e replaced LATEX209 (a good step)

I System used proprietary (in-house) printer driver

I Faculty running TEX on PCs

I System running on Digital hardware and software

I System uses (and relies on) DEC versioning system

There was a pressing need to move the system to a modern and
supported hardware/software platform, and in particular to
Windows.

Not able to do this in-house, and wished to have reliable source of
TEX skills.



OU LTS hires a TEX systems expert

In 2003 the OU advertised for an expert in TEX, to solve their
problems. The first problem was to move production from
Alpha/VMS to Windows, MikTeX and CVS. My application was
successful. Around 2005 we turned off the Alpha/VMS machine.

Running LATEX209 on Windows was quite easy, except there were
209 and 2e files with exactly the same names. So some tricks were
required to ensure the correct file was picked up.

The proprietary printer driver was hard. Milton Keynes contains
both the OU main campus and the Bletchley Park code-breaking
centre. I instrumented the old macros, so I could record the
sequences of instructions they were emitting. I then analysed these
sequences and specified a map to dvips instructions.

Finally, I wrote a Finite State Automota in TEX macros that
buffered old-style instructions and translated them to dvips
specials.



Today’s use of TEX at the OU

I Circa 30 undergraduate mathematics courses.

I About a dozen graduate maths courses

I Four upper level physics courses

I About 500–750 main item pages per course

I Courses have long life
I Also supplementary materials

I Course guides
I Computer books
I Assignment books
I Specimen exams
I Solutions to specimen exams
I Real exams (confidential, secure material)
I Tutor notes, student notes, marking schemes (also secure)

I PhDs and articles (I don’t deal with that)



M381: Number Theory and Mathematical Logic

I First presented in 1986

I Will present until at least 2015

I Indefinite life planned for this course

I Authored in LATEX209 (of course)
I Similar courses (long-life, authored in LATEX209)

I M336, Groups and Geometry
I M337 Complex analysis
I M338 Topology

I At present, for older courses assignment books and other
supps produced in LATEX209.



SMT359: Electromagnetism
SM358: Quantum Mechanics

I First presented in 2006/7.

I Each course has 3 books of about 250 pages, quarto.

I Four colour, heavily illustrated, complex layout

Uses key-value syntax to pass parameters to complex figure and
caption placement TEX macros.

It’s a real pain to write and maintain this sort of thing in TEX.

Also some hand-code paragraph shapes and placement.



SMT359 Book 1 page 29: Caption placement



SMT359 Book 1 page 105: Split background tint



SMT359 Book 1 page 147: Wrap figure, not caption



SMT359 Book 3 page 70: Wrap figure, title and text



S382: Astrophysics
S383: The relativistic Universe

I First presentation 2010.

I Reused styles from SMT359 and SM358.

I Each course has 3 books of about 250 pages, quarto.

I Four colour, heavily illustrated, complex layout



M347: Mathematical Statistics

Background

I First presentation planned for 2012

I Experiment: web delivery of main teaching materials

I We use Moodle VLE, with XML schema for content

I Course in first draft stage, using LATEX

I Have decided to use plasTeX to convert to schema XML

I May revisit this decision

Problems

I Author defined commands and macros

I Resistance to change vs. needless innovation

I LATEX does not map well to XML

I OU LATEX markup vs. OU XML schema

I Fear of cost and dependencies



Student authored mathematics

Most courses accept/encourage/require electronic submission of
Tutor Marked Assignments (TMAs).

Encouraging students to use forums (Moodle Virtual Learning
Environment) and on-line conferencing (Elluminate).

Mathematical content is big problem in this area.

How do I get formulas into a whiteboard?

Obtained funding from JISC and the OU to hold one-day workshop
on technical problems in mathematical content.



Browsers formulas with ‘Miller Columns’


